STRIKE TIES UP ALL BUILDING OPERATIONS

LOGGERS' CAMPS WILL SHUT DOWN

NO LUMBER IS SOLD BY CITY MILLS 1,000 MEN MAY LOSE WORK SOON

Supply Always Short and Tie-Up is Soon Felt by All Classes of Contractors Whole Columbia River Affected and Owners Call a Conference for Next Wednesday

MAGAZINE STORY OF MRS. EDDY IS AGAIN VERIFIED

TROUBLE BREWING FOR MRS. YERKES-NAZKEN

Young Husband of Traction Magnate's Widow Returns to New York

HITCHCOCK WILL TESTIFY AGAINST BINGER HERMANN

HINDERED=

MOTHER OF THAW'S WIFE REPELLED

Jerome Is Thwarted by Court

CURLY BOSS LOSES AGAIN

The Record for the Week

WILLAMETTE HOTEL HAS NEW MANAGER

FARMERS HOLD MUCH OF LAST YEAR'S CROP

HUMAN SOUL FOUND TO WEIGH AN OUNCE

OFFICER KILLED BY PUFFING OUT CHEST

The Oregon Journal is a "Big Un," Sixty-Two Pages Yesterday, Requiring 22,486 Lbs. of White Paper, Over 11 Tons, in Printing It
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